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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
BONNEVILLE BILLING & 
COLLECTIONS, INC., 
Plaintiff/Appellee, 
vs. 
RICH WHATLEY, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
APPEAL 
Case No. 970148-CA 
BRIEF OF APPELLEE 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This court has jurisdiction on the present appeal in accordance with a pour-over 
order of the Utah Supreme Court pursuant to UCA §78-2-2(4). 
ISSUE OF APPEAL 
Did the lower court err in refusing to quash service or set aside a default 
judgment? 
APPLICABLE RULES 
Rule 4(g) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states: 
Other Service. Where the identity of whereabouts of the person to be 
served are unknown and cannot be ascertained through reasonable 
diligence, . . . or where there exists good cause to believe that the 
person to be served is avoiding service of process, the party seeking 
process may file a motion supported by affidavit requesting an order 
allowing service by publication, by mail, or by some other means. The 
supporting affidavit shall set forth the efforts made to identify, locate or 
serve the party to be served, or the circumstances which make it 
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impracticable to serve all of the individual parties. If the motion is 
granted, the court shall order service of process by publication, by mail 
from the clerk of the court, or by other means, or by some combination 
of the above, provided that the means of notice employed shall be 
reasonably calculated, under all the circumstances, to apprise the 
interested parties of the pendency of the action to the extent 
reasonably possible or practicable. The court's order shall also specify 
the content of the process to be served and the event or events as of 
which service shall be deemed complete. A copy of the court's order 
shall be served upon the defendant with the process specified by the 
court. 
Rule 55(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states: 
(2) Notice to party in default. After the entry of the default of any 
party, as provided in Subdivision (a)(1) of this rule, it shall not be 
necessary to give such party in default any notice of action taken or to 
be taken or to serve any notice or paper otherwise required by these 
rules to be served on a party to the action or proceeding, except as 
provided in Rule 5(a), in Rule 58A(d) or in the event that it is necessary 
for the court to conduct a hearing with regard to the amount of damages 
of the nondefaulting party. 
Rule 58A of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states: 
(d) Notice of signing or entry of judgment. The prevailing party shall 
promptly give notice of the signing or entry of judgment to all other 
parties and shall file proof of service of such notice with the clerk of the 
court. . . 
Rule 60(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states: 
On motion and upon such terms as are just, the court may in the 
furtherance of justice relieve a party or his legal representative from a 
final judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons: (1) 
mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; (2) newly 
discovered evidence which by due diligence could not have been 
discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); (3) fraud 
(whether heretofore denominated intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation 
or other misconduct of an adverse party; (4) when, for any cause, the 
summons in an action has not been personally served upon the 
defendant as required by Rule 4(e) and the defendant has failed to 
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appear in said action; (5) the judgment is void; (6) the judgment has 
been satisfied, released, or discharged, or a prior judgment upon which it 
is based has been reversed or otherwise vacated, or it is not longer 
equitable that the judgment should have prospective application; or (7) 
any other reason justifying relief from the operation of the judgment . . . . 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
In general, Bonneville accepts the facts as set forth by Whatley in his Brief. 
However, Whatley fails to include the following important facts: 
At the time the debt was incurred, Whatley's wife Maryam filled out a Clayton 
Plastic Surgery Specialists (Bonneville's client) patient information form, where she 
noted that the person responsible for the account was her husband, Rick Whatley, 
who was employed at Kemper Financial (Prudential-Bache), which was located at 50 
West Broadway, Salt Lake City (See Exhibit A, Clayton Plastic Surgery Specialists 
patient information form), the location where Whatley was later served by mail. 
In his own affidavit, Whatley affirms that he worked for Prudential at the time 
the debt was entered into (See Exhibit B, Supplemental Affidavit of Rick Whatley, 
H2B). However, in his first affidavit, Whatley stated that he was employed by Kemper 
Financial in Salt Lake at that time (See Exhibit C, Affidavit of Rick Whatley, 116). 
Shortly thereafter, Whatley moved to California, where he states that he 
"continued working for Prudential Securities" (Exhibit B, U2C). But Whatley also 
affirms that he was engaged in services with Kemper Financial in California (Exhibit B, 
1F2A). 
In essence, Whatley admits that his place of employment was the same 
3 
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location where service by mail was effected and that he was either working for the 
same company in California at the time of the service, or if he was working for a 
different company, the relationship between the companies was close enough that 
service by mail upon the 50 West Broadway office was "reasonably calculated" to 
reach him. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Bonneville made every reasonable attempt to serve Whatley, both personally 
and by mail, at his home addresses and through his employment. The court, in 
granting alternative service three times, found that Bonneville had fulfilled the affidavit 
requirements in clearly stating the efforts made to serve Whatley personally. 
The court did not abuse its discretion in granting the alternate service by mail 
because it considered all the facts, reviewed the evidence, consulted the affidavits, 
and found that Bonneville had acted reasonably and in good faith. An appellate court 
will not reverse a trial court except where an abuse of this discretion is clearly shown. 
Whatley has offered no evidence to support a finding of such abuse. 
Whatley received effective notice of the pending suit against him because, 
according to his own affidavit, even after he moved, he continued working for the 
same or a related company upon which process by mail was served. 
In addition, Whatley has submitted himself to the jurisdiction of Utah courts in 
three other instances: 
1. Rick Whatley v. Angie Adams. Civil No. 910904817 (1991) 
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2. Rick Whatlev v. Marvam Whatlev, Civil No. 934902414 (1993)
 t 
3. Rick Whatlev v. Mike Bennett Civil No. 960900643CN (1996). 
Finally, throughout the proceedings, Whatley has never provided any evidence 
whatsoever that the claim against him is without merit. Instead, he has attempted to 
derail the collection of a legitimate debt through delay and obfuscation. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT 1: BONNEVILLE'S ATTEMPTS TO SERVE WHATLEY WERE 
REASONABLY CALCULATED TO APPRISE HIM OF THE 
ACTION TO THE EXTENT REASONABLY POSSIBLE. 
Whatley maintains that the service of process was defective and therefore the 
court had no jurisdiction over him and so the default judgment should be vacated. 
In Mori v. Mori, 896 P.2d 1237, 266 Utah Adv. Rep. 11 (1995), the Court of 
Appeals applied URCP Rule 4(g) in considering sufficiency of process, stating that: 
"trial courts have discretion to determine the type of process to be served 
upon parties 'provided that the means of notice employed shall be 
reasonably calculated, under all the circumstances, to apprise the 
interested parties of the pendency of the action to the extent 
reasonably possible or practicable'" (emphasis added). 
In that case the court found that service upon Mr. Mori's secretary, receptionist 
or wife was acceptable. 
In considering whether Bonneville's efforts to serve Whatley amounted to 
reasonable diligence, the standard elucidated in Downey State Bank v. Maior-
Blakenev Corp., 545 P.2d 507 (Utah 1976) applies: 
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"It is true that the plaintiff did not exhaust all possibilities pointed out by 
the defendant that it appears by hindsight might have been used as a 
means of finding and serving him. But that is not what is required. The 
requirement is that there be exercised reasonable diligence in good 
faith" (emphasis added). (See Parker v. Ross, 117 Utah 417, 217 P.2d 
373, particularly concurring opinion by Justice Wolfe.) 
In his affidavit, former Bonneville counsel Steven Kaufman swore that 
Bonneville had attempted to send mail to Whatley's last known address and that it 
returned with the notation that Whatley had moved and left no forwarding address 
(See Kaufman Affidavit, 112). Kaufman also stated that he was informed that Whatley 
was employed at Kemper Financial in Salt Lake City, and so attempted to serve 
Whatley there, but was refused by Kemper employees (Exhibit D, 113). 
Bonneville attempted to serve Whatley at every known address and made 
numerous phone calls in attempts to locate him, but to no avail. The court considered 
the extent of Bonneville's diligence acceptable and granted alternate service by mail. 
POINT 2. ALTERNATE SERVICE WAS PROPERLY SUPPORTED 
BY AFFIDAVIT DETAILING FACTS REGARDING 
BONNEVILLE'S DILIGENT SEARCH AND INQUIRY. 
URCP Rule 4(g) states that if a party cannot be located through reasonable 
diligence, a motion supported by affidavit may be filed requesting that service be 
effected by publication, by mail, or by some other means. 
In Downey, the court held that the affidavit supporting a Rule 4(g) motion is not 
sufficient if it states mere conclusions as to diligent search and inquiry. It must set 
forth facts upon which the court can base a judgment as to whether such diligence 
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has been exercised to meet that requirement (See Liebhardt v. Lawrence. 40 Utah 
243, 120 P. 215 (1911); Bowen v. Olson. 122 Utah 66, 246 P.2d 602 (1952). 
Applying this standard, Kaufman's affidavit affirms that Bonneville did indeed 
attempt to serve Whatley at both his home and place of business. The process server 
was informed that Whatley worked out of the Seal Beach, California office. Attempts 
were made to contact Whatley there, but to no avail. Since the standard requires only 
good faith reasonable diligence, not the hiring of a private investigator to track Whatley 
down, the requirement has been met, as evidenced by Kaufman's affidavit and 
subsequently accepted as sufficient by several judges in granting alternate service by 
mail, a default judgment, and denial of two motions by Whatley to find the alternate 
service inadequate. 
POINT 3. THE GRANTING OF ALTERNATE SERVICE WAS 
NOT AN ABUSE OF JUDICIAL DISCRETION. 
The appellate court in Downey stated that once a court grants a motion for 
alternate service, its judgment is entitled to the same presumptions of verity as other 
judicial determinations. (See Warren v. Dixon Ranch Co.. 123 Utah 416, 260 P.2d 
741 (1953); Mavhew v. Standard Gilsonite Co.. 14 Utah 2d 52, 376 P.2d 951.) 
In Warren the Utah Supreme Court stated: 
Rule 60(b) of the URCP outlines the situations wherein a party may be 
relieved from a final judgment, among which is mistake, inadvertence, 
surprise, or excusable neglect. Equity considers factors which may be 
irrelevant in actions at law, such as the unfairness of a party's conduct, 
his delay in bringing or continuing an action, or the hardship in granting 
or denying relief. Although an equity court no longer has complete 
discretion in granting or denying relief it may exercise wide judicial 
7 
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discretion in weighing the factors of fairness and public convenience, and 
this court on appeal will reverse the trial court only where an abuse 
of this discretion is clearly shown (emphasis added). 
Several times in the instant case the court had the opportunity to consider the 
sufficiency of process on Whatley: 
1. On March 29, 1992 Judge Thorne granted Bonneville's Motion for 
Alternative Service by Mailing. 
2. On June 11, 1992 a default judgment was entered on behalf of 
Bonneville. 
3. On November 3, 1995 a Writ of Garnishment was granted against 
Whatley's former employer Calcio. 
4. On June 5, 1996 Judge Atherton denied Whatley's Motion to Quash 
Service and to Set Aside Default Judgment. 
5. On November 8, 1996 Judge Atherton denied once again Whatley's 
Second Motion to Quash Service and to Set Aside Default Judgment. 
While Whatley was not present at the first two hearings, he was represented by 
counsel at the last three hearings, where his arguments were presented and his 
motions were made, yet on each occasion the court ruled for Bonneville, finding that 
service of process was reasonable, diligent, and in good faith. 
In his brief, Whatley apparently fails to see the distinction between the fact that 
the constable attempted to serve Whatley at Kemper Financial in Salt Lake and was 
told that Whatley was working in the Seal Beach, California office and Whatley's own 
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conflicting affidavits, one asserting that he was not working for the company at the 
time of service and the other asserting that he was indeed working for the same 
company. The constable had no way of knowing the employment status of Whatley. 
It satisfies the reasonable diligence service requirements for the constable and 
Bonneville to accept the word of Kemper employees that Whatley "works out of the 
Seal Beach, Calif, office" (See Exhibit E, Summons). 
Interestingly, contrary to his first Affidavit, Whatley swears in his Supplemental 
Affidavit that in April 1990 he was employed by Prudential Securities at an office at 50 
West Broadway Street in Salt Lake City (1TB). Shortly after April 1990, he moved to 
California where he worked for Kemper Financial (HA). However, Whatley also 
swears that shortly after April 1990 he "went to Los Angeles where he continued 
working for Prudential Securities" (Exhibit B, HC). 
Contrary to Whatley's assertion on page 11 of his Brief that "it is doubtful that 
the Court, had it known these facts, would have allowed mailing to a business where 
Mr. Whatley no longer worked," with no other addresses or means to contact Whatley, 
and upon motion and affidavit of Bonneville that reasonable good faith diligence had 
been exercised in attempting to serve process, it is quite reasonable for alternate 
service by mail to a person's employer to be granted, especially when the constable 
was told that Whatley was working out of another office of the same company. It is 
reasonable for the court to find that process mailed to Whatley's employer would be 
forwarded to him if he worked at another office of that employer. And even if Whatley 
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had changed employers, it is reasonable to assume that mail will be forwarded, that 
business contacts will be given new phone numbers, and that his former employer 
would know Whatley's whereabouts, especially since Whatley himself admits to 
working for the same company in both Salt Lake and California. 
As required by Warren, Whatley has failed to clearly show an abuse of 
discretion by the court in granting the alternative service. Rather, in the 
circumstances, it appears that the court properly granted Bonneville's motion for 
alternate service by mail. 
POINT 4. SUBSTITUTED SERVICE WAS NOT DEFECTIVE. 
URCP Rule 4(g) states: 
"the court's order [of altern 
the process to be served in the event or events as to which service shall 
be deemed complete. A copy of the court's order shall be served upon 
defendant with the process specified by the court. 
However, the docket of the court states that: 
On 04-30-92: Mailed original Summons, copy of Motion & Order, 
Affidavit and Complaint to Kemper Financial. See Exhibit F. 
Because Whatley relies entirely upon an incomplete (not contradictory) 
statement of this same clerk, and offers not contradictory evidence from any other 
source, the clerk's sworn statement that the order was included in the service should 
be taken at face value. Therefore, Bonneville's substituted service by mail was not 
defective and properly complied with URCP Rule 4(g). 
10 
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POINT 5, THE APPELLATE COURT WILL NOT CONSIDER ISSUES 
RAISED FOR THE FIRST TIME ON APPEAL. 
In his brief, Whatley raises for the first time the issue of improper notification of 
default judgment. As a general rule, appellate courts will not consider issues raised 
for the first time on appeal. State v. Brown, 856 P.2d 358, 359 (Utah App. 1993). 
More specifically, in State v. Sixteen Thousand Dollars United States Currency. 914 
P.2d 1176, 287 Utah Adv. Rep. 38 (1996) the court held that: 
[A] party can only appeal from the denial of a Rule 60(b) motion, and not 
from the default judgment directly. We can find no Utah case in which 
an appellate court considered a direct appeal from a default judgment 
entered against a party who had failed to file any responsive pleading 
and had not appeared before the trial court. 
. . . a trial court should be given the opportunity to correct errors of law, 
as well as to excuse a defaulting party when reasonable, so as to 
resolve any arising controversy before appeal . . . 
. . . Thus, the requirement that an appellant first present alleged errors 
regarding a default judgment to the trial court, and then follow the 
appropriate course for appeal, will best serve the interests of judicial 
economy and orderly procedure. 
In his numerous motions before the court, Whatley has never raised the issue 
of improper notification of the default judgment under a Rule 59 or 60(b) motion. 
Therefore, this attempt to raise this issue for the first time on appeal should be denied. 
POINT 6. BONNEVILLE PROPERLY NOTIFIED WHATLEY THAT 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT HAD BEEN ENTERED. 
URCP Rule 55 requires that upon default the prevailing party shall notify the 
defendant of such default in accordance with Rule 58A(d), which requires that the 
prevailing party give notice of the signing or entry of judgment to all other parties and 
11 
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the filing of proof of service of such notice with the clerk of the court. 
Whatley maintains that the mailing of such notice to Whatley's last-known 
address was improper. His assertion that the notice was sent "intentionally" to the 
wrong address is pure speculation. In truth, Bonneville had been attempting to notify 
Whatley at every known address, including residences and work addresses, both in 
Utah and in California. 
Whatley also asserts that Bonneville "did not even attempt to mail the notice of 
default to the 50 West Broadway address." This is also pure speculation, and false. 
Bonneville employee, Michelle Rogers, has sworn an affidavit to the effect that: 
On June 24, 1992, a notice of judgment was mailed to Whatley's 
P.O. Box 1182, Salt Lake City, Utah. (See Exhibit G, Affidavit of 
Michelle Rogers). Rick Whatley called Bonneville on July 22, 
1991 and gave the P.O. Box number with instructions to mail to 
that box. 
POINT 7. WHATLEY HAS NO MERITORIOUS DEFENSE. 
In all of the proceedings on this matter, Whatley has never offered any 
evidence of a meritorious defense to the debt Bonneville is attempting to collect. His 
protestations of lack of jurisdiction are smoke-screens designed to confuse the court 
and delay the collection of a debt of which Whatley has never denied the validity. 
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CONCLUSION 
Whatley is correct when he says in the conclusion to this brief that "Judge 
Thome was initially justified in ordering the alternative service based upon the 
representations made to him by Plaintiff's attorney." Whatley's own conflicting 
affidavits puts his exact location and employer in some doubt. In one affidavit he is 
employed by Kemper in Salt Lake in 1990; in another he is employed by Prudential at 
the same time. In one affidavit he is employed by Kemper in California in late 1990; 
in another he is employed by Prudential in California. 
Considering the numerous attempts made by Bonneville to collect this debt 
prior to filing, the hearings before the court to obtain alternative service, and the three 
times the court granted alternative service, it is clear that Bonneville has satisfied the 
statutory and case-law service requirements. Barring an abuse of discretion, the 
appellate court will not overturn a trial court's findings of fact. No such abuse of 
discretion was shown by Whatley. 
Whatley has simply been avoiding process on this case, when, in truth, he has 
been using Utah courts for his own purposes on at least three occasions since 1990. 
Therefore, he has submitted himself to the jurisdiction of the court and, all legal 
wrangling aside, should be made to answer for a debt, the legitimacy of which he has 
never disputed. 
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DATED this 2nd day of August, 1997. 
BILL HANSEN 
Attorney for Appellee Bonneville 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
le^Mnfc hereby certify that on th !8 jay of August, 1997, I mailed, postage 
prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to: 
CRAIG S. COOK 
3645 E. Cascade Way 
Salt Lake City, UT 84109 
BILL HANSEN 
Attorney for Appellee BonnevjJfe 
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Tab A 
r*r 6/30/90 
Clavton 
J 
Plastic Surgery 
Specialists 
DATE. 
PATIENT NAME rA?WM-y/y> ...\»-.-n» 
/ o TM 
r< 
DATE OF BIRTH M - T A - S f f 
ADDRESS IMP 6 ; C>Q CftTtt UH*\ 
. SEX F AGE Zl_ 
QTY (Z^ c^svxXft Q.g<.fL STATE Cc3 ZIP gtc(Ll "J 
PHONE r l i ^ ) W l - 7AOcl 
PATIENT/PARENT EMPLOYMENT -
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCOUNT g-vOC v^WrVe^, 
SS# S 'L 'V^W^I D L # _ A _ k £ l ^ 2 l l _ MARITAL STATUS Aa^/K^i 
- BUSINESS PHONE _( )_ 
BUSINESS ADDRESS 2.&TTY. 
.BUSINESSPHONE (fe> ) S 3 M - fa^f 
S L.C STATE l/f- ZIP 
NAME OF NEAREST RELATIVE I«M AS/\ f \W < A \ \ \ P "QTY V"73S"^ j f c ^ S o STATE <y?n <^ t ZIP ^ W Z. 
(not ttving with you) I 
DATE &TIME OF1NJURY ^ - 2 . - *t ft 
INSURANCE COMPANY J £ £ 
INSURANCE ADDRESS 
Ti^-f* 
•»r f *g* - l_ 
PRIMARY INSURED'S NAME fc-,.p)Lu.J. 10 W^-Ut-y 
SECONDARY INSURANCE. 
INSURANCE ADDRESS 
JT 
i i i 
DID rr OCCUR AT WORK? A / ^ 
.CONTRACT# £A \Z3\C\ GROUP_ 
_ ZIP PHONE J ). 
_SS# PHONE ( ) 
.CONTRACT*. 
ZIP 
GROUP 
SECONDARY INSURED'S NAME <&* L w U i W r J ^ U . : - SSf 
r\ 
PHONE ( J. 
PHONE _(. 
-o 
PRESENT MEDICAL HISTORY 
Reason for this visit ^-ifo^w W-^-
REFERRED BY "\ \\a\*. V/,oa~ W**. W U • A * i^  N J-v V ~ \ *-" 
Other doctors you have consulted for this problem. 
1. What medications do vou take? Asuirin Water Pills 
2. Are vou allergic to penicillin? jV 
3. List any previous surgeries \soS< 
Other allergies. /V / .-• 
Blood Thinners Other \//& 
^v 
4. Have you ever had Diabetes Heart disease Hepatitis Asthma 
Tuberculosis Kidney disease Bleeding tendency Other disorder
 m 
Cancer Liver disease 
I hereby give permission to Clayton Plastic Surgery Specialists to examine and render treatment as they see fit upon the above-mentioned 
patient, and to call in any consultant or anesthesiologist as he/they deem advisable; and to take and use photographs pertinent to this case. lam 
advised that although good results are expected, they cannot be and are not guaranteed. 
I agree to pay for all services redered within thirty (30) days from date of treatment and to pay interest at 18% per annum from the due date of 
the statement; and in the event the statement is not paid when due, to pay all costs and expenses of collection including a reasonable attorney 
fee. Payment for consultation is expected when first seen. 
1/We hereby authorize Clayton Plastic Surgery specialists to verify the above information including employment history and to check the 
information on file at the local Credit Bureau or any other source named in this application. 1 warrant that the above information is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge. 
I hereby authorize Clayton Plastic Surgery Specialists to furnish my designated insurance carrier ail information concerning my pressn: 
illness or injury. 1 also authorize benefits under this claim to be made payable directly to Clayton Plastic Surgery Specialists. 
Patient or Parent if minor 'T~l <U_~~ Witness 
TabB 
Jay V. Barney (0224) 
Nelson, Snuffer & Dahle, P.C. 
Attorney for Defendants 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
l-(801)-576-1400 
IN THE THIRD CIRCUIT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH.. WEST VALLEY DEPARTMENT 
BONNEVILLE BILLING & : 
COLLECTIONS, INC., : SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
RICK WHATLEY 
Plaintiff, : 
vs. : 
MARYAM WHATLEY and : 
RICK WHATLEY, : Civil No. 920003569 CV 
Defendants. : Judge Judith S. H. Atherton 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) SS. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I, Rick Whatley, being first duly sworn upon oath depose and 
say: 
1. That I am a Defendant in the above-entitled action and I 
am the same individual that executed an Affidavit with respect to 
the above-entitled case dated November 3, 1995. 
2. That I herewith supplement that Affidavit as follows: 
A. That Affiant had separated from Maryam Whatley in or near 
April of 1990 and shortly thereafter left for the State of 
California where Defendant engaged in services with Kemper 
Financial. 
B. That Defendant last worked in an office at 50 West 
Broadway Street in Salt Lake County, Utah, in April of 1990. At 
that time Affiant was working for Prudential Securities. 
C. In April of 1990 Affiant went to Los Angeles where he 
continued working for Prudential Securities. 
D. That Affiant as a consequence of proceedings by his 
counsel, Mr. Jay V. Barney, to quash service in the above-entitled 
case became aware of a certain document, which appears to be an 
authorization for services with Clayton Plastic Surgery 
Specialists. This document is dated to the best ability of 
Affiant, Rick Whatley, to read the same, August 6, 199 0. A copy of 
the document is attached to this Affidavit and by reference 
incorporated herein and marked Exhibit "1". 
E. That I have reviewed the contents of Exhibit "1" and to 
the best of my ability to read the same I declare that I did not 
fill out any information contained thereon. That the information 
appears to be in the handwriting of my former wife, Maryam Whatley. 
That I did not fill out anything with respect thereto, nor did I 
direct my former wife, Maryam Whatley, to do so. That as of August 
6, 1990 I had already gone to California, I had changed my 
2 
employment location, and that I no longer off iced at nor was to be 
found at the office of 50 West Broadway. 
F. That to the best of my information, belief and knowledge, 
said Maryam Whatl^y was aware that I had left the State of Utah to 
work with Prudential Securities out of Los Angeles, California, and 
that the policy of accident and health covering myself and my wife, 
although separated, would be under Prudential Insurance. /' 
DATED and SIGNED this y£- day of July) 1996. 
Rick" Whatley 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
1996. 
day of July, 
My Commission Expires: 
Notary Public 
Residing At: 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Notary P J D .. 
JAYRHELJARRAfifi 
4465 S<x** 700 East 
8att Uka Cxy. Utaf> 8*107 
41? Coram«©on Expires 
Febnjwyl5,i998 
State of Utah 
I hereby certify that I am employed by the office of Nelson, 
Snuffer & Dahle, P.c. and that I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF RICK WHATLEY, postage 
prepaid, to the following: 
Wilford N. Hansen, Jr. 
2970 South Main, Suite 202B 
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 
DATED this \Z> day of July, 1996. 
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TabC 
JAY V. BARNEY (0224) 
DAY & BARNEY 
Attorneys for Defendant 
45 East Vine Street 
Murray, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801) 262-6800 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, WEST VALLEY DEPARTMENT 
BONNEVILLE BILLING & COLLECTION, : 
Plaintiff, : AFFIDAVIT OF RICK WHATLEY 
vs. : 
MARYAM WHATLEY and RICK WHATLEY : Civil No. 92CV3569 
Defendants. : 
STATE OF UTAH } 
} ss 
County of Salt Lake } 
I, Rick Whatley, being first duly sworn upon do depose and state: 
1. That I am presently a resident of die state of Utah, residing in Salt Lake County. 
2. On or near June of 1995, while processing an application for a real estate loan, 
I was advised drat there was a debt claimed against me by Bonneville Collections. 
3. That contact was made with a representative of Bonneville Collections at which 
time I first learned mat a judgment had been entered against me with respect to this case. 
4. That I have never been personally served with process in the above entitled action 
and further, I have reviewed an affidavit of Mr. Steven M. Kaufman, esq. filed with the above 
entitled court on or near March 2, 1992. 
5. That said affidavit is not accurate in that it indicates that I was employed at 
Kemper Financial in Salt Lake City, Utah, as of the date thereof. 
6. Affiant was employed by Kemper Financial in or near 1990. However, Defendant 
terminated his employment with Kemper Financial and left the state of Utah to work for 
Prudential Securities in Seal Beach, California. Affiant remained in that position and in the state 
of California until his return to Utah in or near June, 1992. 
7. Defendant has never been served with process with respect to the above case, 
either personally or by mail, to an address with which Defendant was affiliated either as a 
residence or as a business address. Further, Defendant, by virtue of the foregoing, would not 
have received any mail directed to Kemper Financial at 50 West Broadway, Salt Lake City, Utah 
on or near April 30, 1992. 
Further Affiant sayeth not. 
DATED this _j£_ day of. 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me rhisj_>day of November, 1995. 
Affix Seal: 
$ g | ^ NOTARY PUBLIC 
TwDtary Public 
^J. • • • X* My CommsaonE r^es August 20 .19M] 
3 T A T E 0 F UTAH ' 
TabD 
STEVEN M. KAUFMAN (#1777) of 312450 25 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN 
GORMAN, JENSEN, MEDSKER & PERKINS 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
205 26th Street, Suite 34 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone: 394-5526 
CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, WEST VALLEY DEPARTMENT 
BONNEVILLE BILLING & COLLECTIONS 
A Utah Corporation 
Ogden 621-7880 
Salt Lake City 485-1005 
Orem 224-5444 
Plaintiff, 
VS 
MARYAM UJHATLY & RICK U1HATLY 
Defendant/s . 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss 
COUNTY OF UJEBER ) 
STEVEN M. KAUFMAN, ESQ., being first duly sworn upon 
oath, deposes and says. 
1. He is the attorney for the plaintiff in the above 
entitled action, and has personal knowledge of the facts set forth 
In this affidavit. 
2. That the plaintiff has attempted to send mail to the 
defendants at his/her last known residence address of Po Box 1182, 
Salt Lake City, UT 84110-1182 and same has been returned with the 
notation that the defendant has moved and has left no forwarding 
address. Plaintiff is unaware of the defendant's current residence 
address. 
3. The defendant is employed a t Kemper Financial, and 
plaintiff has attempted to serve the defendant at his place of 
employment; however, the personnel at Kemper Financial would not 
allow the defendant to be personally served there. 
A F F I D A V I T 
C i v i l N o . : 
4 '^o03Sbcl 
4. Plaintiff believes that mailing the Summons and 
Complaint to the defendant in care of his place of employment is 
more likely to give the defendant notice of this lawsuit than 
publication in a local newspaper, and plaintiff requests that the 
Court order that service be effected upon the defendant by the 
Clerk of the Court mailing a copy of the Summons and Complaint to 
the defendant in care of his employment, Kemper Financial and that 
service shall be complete 30 days after ma^ ril/ng. 
Further, your affiant sayeth n£u^nt^ 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me thi>s--'g^y^ay>^^^fe^, 1992. 
J i d i rig / i - o ^ ^^Sajj^'. t l a ke^^SxtSH 
NOTARY. 
Res i
My CoiBMwCss-S 
U t a h 
>5 /91 
TabE 
99404 
FEB f 8 1992 
-S~_ 
^ 
STEVEN M. KAUFMAN (#1777) of 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN 
GORMAN, JENSEN, MEDSKER & PERKINS 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
205 26th Street, Suite 34 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone: 394-5526 
312450 25 
CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, WEST VALLEY DEPARTMENT 
BONNEVILLE BILLING & COLLECTIONS 
A Utah Corporation 
Ogden 621-7880 
Salt Lake City 485-1005 
Orem 224-5444 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MARYAM W"BATLY 
] 
] 
] 
] 
S U M 
(10 
Civil 
M 0 N S 
DAYS) 
No: 
RICK WHATCY 
SERVE MR AT -ROE: KEMPER FINANCIAL 
GO U. BROADWAY", GLC UT 534-0088 
] 
Defendant/s 
THE STATE OF UTAH TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT: 
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED AND REQUIRED TO FILE WITH THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE COURT A WRITTEN ANSWER TO A COMPLAINT TO BE 
FILED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT, AND TO SERVE UPON OR MAIL TO 
PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY, AT THE ADDRESS SHOWN ABOVE, A COPY OF YOUR 
ANSWER WITHIN TWENTY (20) DAYS AFTER THE SERVICE OF THIS SUMMONS 
UPON YOU. THE COMPLAINT WILL BE FILED WITH THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE 
COURT WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS AFTER SERVICE OF THIS SUMMONS UPON YOU, 
AND A COPY OF THE COMPLAINT IS ATTACHED HERETO AND SERVED HEREWITH 
UPON YOU. 
IF YOU FAIL TO ANSWER, JUDGMENT BY DEFAULT WILL BE TAKEN 
AGAINST YOU FOR THE RELIEF DEMANDED IN THE COMPLAINT. THE RELIEF 
DEMANDED IS AS PRAYED FOR IN THE ATTACHED COMPI^TlNT . 
DATED February 11, 1992 
DATE TIME 
B / R _ 
UPON. 
SINDT- CONSTABLE S.L COUNTY, UTAH 
DEPUTY 
Attorney f 
1AN 
'laintif f 
Court Address: 3636 S 2700 W, WEST VALLEY CITY, UT 84119 
TabF 
D O C K E T 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT-WV DEPT. 
Case : 920003569 CV Civil 
Case Title: 
Page 1 
FRIDAY AUGUST 1, 1997 
1:55 PM 
Filing Date: 04/13/92 
Judge: JUDITH ATHERTON 
BONNEVILLE BILLING VS WHATLY, MARYAM 
Cause of Action: 
GOODS/SERVICES 
Amount of Suit.: $3305.60 
Return Date....: 
Judgment : DJ Default - Judge Date: 06/11/92 Amt: $3721.95 
Disposition....: Date: 
Court Set: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE on 10/13/95 at 0130 P in room L with LMJ 
ORAL ARGUMENT on 01/02/96 at 0200 P in room 2 with JSA 
ORAL ARGUMENT on 10/01/96 at 0200 P in room 2 with JSA 
No Tracking Activity. 
No Accounts Payable Activity. 
Transaction: Date: 
Civil File Fee 04/14/92 
Civil File Fee 07/25/95 
Civil File Fee 08/28/95 
Misc Revenue 09/21/95 
Civil File Fee 12/06/96 
Party..: PLA Plaintiff 
Name...: 
Cash-in 
.00 
.00 
.00 
3.00 
.00 
Check-in 
35.00 
20.00 
20.00 
.00 
190.00 
Check-out 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
Total 
35.00 
20.00 
20.00 
3.00 
190.00 
BONNEVILLE BILLING 
*v 
Party..: DEF Defendant 
Name... : 
WHATLY# MARYAM 
.**-
• • ' £ & . -
m 
L*_i*— .JUS 
"to* 
~M?f M •&%* 
S 
- - - - ^ e r - e © ^ 
<tf>4gtt 
D O C K E T 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT-WV DEPT. 
Case : 920003569 CV Civil 
Case Title: 
BONNEVILLE BILLING VS WHATLY, MARYAM 
Page 2 
FRIDAY AUGUST 1, 1997 
1:55 PM 
Filing Date: 04/13/92 
Judge: JUDITH ATHERTON 
Party..: DEF Defendant 
Name...: 
WHATLY, RICK 
Party..: ATP Atty for Plaintiff 
Name...: 
KAUFMAN, S 
Party..: 
Name...: 
ATP Atty for Plaintiff 
Work Phone.: (801) 465-9288 
HANSEN, WILFORD N. BILL 
1172 EAST HIGHWAY 6 
#7, P 0 BOX 67 
PAYSON UT 846510067 
Review on 10/12/92 
35.00 
I 04/13/92 Case filed on 04/13/92. 
I FILED: MO AND ORDER FOR SERVICE BY MAIL 
I FILED: AFFIDAVIT OF S KAUFMAN 
04/14/92 Began tracking Return Date 
920730235 CIVIL FILING FEE RECEIVED 
04/30/92 FILED: COPY OF SUMMONS 
FILED: MOTION & ORDER OF ALTERNATIVE SERVICE BY MAILING SIGNED 
BY J-WAT 4-29-92 
FILED: CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
*****MAILED ORIGINAL SUMMONS , COPY OF MOTION & ORDER, AFFIDAVIT 
AND COMPLAINT TO KEMPER FINANCIAL***** 
06/10/92 FILED; MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
RECEIVED; DJ 
I FILED: AFF OF ATTY FEES 
06/11/92 ENTERED DEFAULT JUDGMENT, SIGNED BY (SLB) CLERK, FOR THE PLNTF 
AGAINST DEFT ***MARYAM & RICK WHATLY*** IN THE AMOUNT OF: 
$3305.06 PRINCIPAL 
231.35 ACCRUED INTEREST 
35.00 ACCRUED COSTS 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
LVS 
LVS 
LVS 
LVS 
LVS 
LVS 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
SLB 
D O C K E T Page 3 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT-WV DEPT. FRIDAY AUGUST 1, 1997 
1:55 PM 
Case : 920003569 CV Civil Filing Date: 04/13/92 
Case Title: Judge: JUDITH ATHERTON 
BONNEVILLE BILLING VS WHATLY, MARYAM 
06/11/92 150.00 ATTY FEES ***AS TO MARYAM WHATLY ONIitf**'* -- ->~J'••&*$, SLB 
3721.95 TOTAL JUDGMENT*******************^**~*^ SLB 
Ended tracking of Return Date $>': Cf^J^^l-^ \J^ SLB 
Case judgment is Default - Judge I pi/ :'0k^~4\**felk^ '-~\ S L B 
06/25/92 FILED: NOTICE OF JUDGMENT $<£: tife£S^ ;!fi i^ J SLB 
08/11/92 ISSUED: ABSTRACT OF JUDGMENT % \ ^ ^ ^ / :' ^  LLS 
09/26/94 FILED: SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - WILFORD N\HAttS&*4|%'>£K' / £ PAW 
07/25/95 951420205 Garnishment fees ^ <5f;«tf&*~ .^.X 2JD.00 DSW 
ISSUED WRIT OF GARN, FILED APPL FCB^^v.^.-^V^' DSW 
CALCIO "^I'PLS^fl^-n DSW 
08/07/95 FILED: GARN ON RETURN UJW% M L S T 
08/28/95 951660011 Garnishment fees CM 20.00 MHG 
FILED: APP AND ISSUED GARN MHG 
CALCIO MHG 
09/05/95 FILED: GARN ON RETURN LST 
09/21/95 Accepted distribution CF $ 3.00 from Misc. Payments screen PAW 
ISSUED: GARNISHEE ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RETURNABLE ON 10/13/95 MHG 
10/05/95 FILED: GARNISHEE OSC ON RETURN LST 
10/11/95 OSC scheduled for 10/13/95 at 1:03 P in room L with LMJ LST 
10/12/95 OSC rescheduled to 10/13/95 at 1:30 P in room L with LMJ LST 
10/13/95 T13491/567 JUDGE ATHERTON C/0****DO NOT ISSUE JUDGMENT AGAINST LST 
GARNISHEE CALCIO*** WITHOUT FURTHER HEARING. LST 
T13491/1749 ATTY BILL HANSEN APP FOR PLA LST 
10/16/95 NOTE: FILED GIVEN TO JUDGE ATHERTON FOR REVIEW. LST 
10/18/95 NOTE: FILE REVIEWED, REFILED. LST 
11/03/95 13564/1599 JUDGE ATHERTON PRESIDING/BILL HANSEN APP FOR PLA. LST 
JUDGE ATHERTON GRANTED JUDGMENT AGAINST GARNISHEE CALCIO. LST 
11/06/95 FILED: AFFIDAVIT OF RICK WHATLEY MHG 
FILED: SPECIAL APPEARANCE, MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE AND TO SET MHG 
ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT; ORAL ARGUMENT REQUEST MHG 
11/07/95 RECEIVED: JUDGMENT AGAINST GARNISHEE (CASE IN JSA BOX FOR MHG 
SIGNATURE) MHG 
11/17/95 FILED: NOTICE TO SUBMIT FOR DECISION BY JAY V. BARNEY/ATD. DSW 
11/22/95 FILED: OBJECTION TO MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE OF PROCESS AND MHG 
REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT MHG 
NOTE: SET FOR ORAL ARGUMENT ON DEFENDANTS MOTION AS PER JUDGE MHG 
ATHERTON (CASE GIVEN TO CINDY TO SET FOR ORAL ARGUMENT) MHG 
11/27/95 FILED: OBJECTION TO MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE OF PROCESS AND MHG 
REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT MHG 
11/29/95 FILED: NTOICE OF ORAL ARGUMENT HEARING. DSW 
12/20/95 HRG scheduled for 1/ 2/96 at 2:00 P in room 2 with JSA CCE 
01/02/96 ETP/CCE T13731 CNT2314 BILL HANSEN FOR PLA, JAY BARNEY FOR DEF. CCE 
MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE BY DEF, RESPONSE BY PLA. MOTION TUA BY CCE 
COURT. COURT WILL ALLOW PLA TO SUPPLEMENT FILE BY 1/12/96, CCE 
RESPONSE BY DEF DUE 1/26/96. COURT WILL HAVE DECISION ON THIS CCE 
MATTER SHORTLY AFTER 1/26/96 CCE 
01/11/96 FILED: AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MOTION TO QUASH MHG 
SERVICE OF PROCESS MHG 
01/25/96 FILED: OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF MIKE ROGERS AND MOTION TO MHG 
D O C K E T Page 4 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT-WV DEPT. FRIDAY AUGUST 1, 1997 
1:55 PM 
Case : 920003569 CV Civil Filing Date: 04/13/92 
Case Title: -Judge: JUDITH ATHERTON 
BONNEVILLE BILLING VS WHATLY, MARYAM 
Ig&g^SgSteL 
01/25/96 STRIKE \to' fj^/A'' r^ - ^ MHG 
FILED: SUPPLEMENTAL ARGUMENT OF DEFl^AfKPjT^ QUASJI SERVICE AND MHG 
TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT JUBGMENT^^r|^rECTlQN TO AFFIDAVIT MHG 
OF MIKE ROGERS \ £'•%*• -**•:< J mG 
I RECEIVED: ORDER. ^ ^ H v - - - ^ S ^ D S W 
I 02/09/96 FILED: NOTICE TO SUBMIT FOR DECISfS^/CT ^9//' HLE 
04/04/96 JSA/SUZ MOTION DENIED ISSUE MINUTE ENTRY^^MAIL W/CERTIFICATE OF SWU 
MAILING TO ATTY'S SWU 
I 04/18/96 FILED: LETTER FROM ATTY JAY BARNEY CCE 
06/05/96 FILED: ORDER, SIGNED BY JUDGE ATHERTON. DEF MOTION TO STRIKE CCE 
THE AFFIDAVIT OF MIKE ROGER IS GRANTED, DEF MOTION TO CCE 
QUASH SERVICE AND TO SET ASIDE DJ IS DENIED. THE ORDER CCE 
PERMITTING SERVICE WAS REASONABLE. CCE 
NOTE: COPY OF ORDER MAILED TO PARTIES CCE 
I SIGNED: ORDER STRIKING AFFIDAVIT OF MIKE ROGER. JUDGE ATHERTON. HLE 
I DENIED: MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE AND SET ASIDE. JUDGE ATHERTON. HLE 
06/12/96 FILED: MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND ORDER AND JUDGMENT. HLE 
FILED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND ORDER HLE 
AND JUDGMENT. HLE 
FILED: REQUST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT. HLE 
06/27/96 NOTE: FILE TO CINDY TO SET FOR PRETRIAL. HLE 
06/28/96 HRG ARGU scheduled for 8/ 6/96 at 9:00 A in room 2 with JSA CCE 
07/17/96 FILED: MOTION TO RECEIVE AFFIDAVIT OF RICK WHATLEY. HLE 
I FILED: OBJECTION TO MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND ORDER AND JUDGMENT. HLE 
I FILED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECEIVE SUPPLEMENTAL DSW 
I AFFIDAVIT. DSW 
I 08/01/96 FILED: LETTER FROM ATY/JAY V BARNEY W/COURTESY COPIES. DSW 
I FILED: LETTER BY ATY/JAY V BARNEY. DSW 
08/06/96 JSA/CCE T14400 CNT1481 BILL HANSEN FOR PLA, JAY BARNEY FOR DEF. CCE 
C/O ORAL ARGUMENT CONTINUED. CCE 
HRG ARGU rescheduled to 10/ 1/96 at 2:00 P in room 2 with JSA CCE 
08/20/96 FILED: SUPPLEMENT TO OBJECTION TO MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND LVS 
ORDER AND JUDGMENT LVS 
Judge ID changed from WAT to JSA LVS 
08/23/96 FILED: REPLY TO SUPPLEMENT TO OBJECTION TO MOTION TO ALTER OR JLB 
AMEND ORDER AND JUDGMENT JLB 
10/01/96 JSA/CCE T14595 CNT2154 BILL HANSEN FOR PLA, JAY BARNEY FOR DEF. CCE 
MOTION BY DEF, RESPONSE BY PLA. (TAPE CHANGE TO 14596) CCE 
MOTION TUA BY COURT. COURT INTENDS TO ISSUE WRITTEN DECISION. CCE 
11/08/96 FILED; MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER CCE 
NOTE: COPY OF MEMO DEC & ORDER MAILED TO COUNSEL THIS DATE. CCE 
12/06/96 962350069 Notice of appeal fee 190.00 KAR 
FILED: NOTICE OF APPEAL KAR 
12/11/96 NOTE: COPY OF NOTICE OF APPEAL SENT TO APPEALS COURT VAM 
01/06/97 FILED; LETTER FROM UTAH COURT OF APPEALS VAM 
01/14/97 FILED: CERTIFICATE OF TRANSCRIPT BY ATT. CRAIG S COOK. PURSUANT CLN 
TO RULE 11 (E) APPELLANT RICK WHATLEY HEREBY DECLARES THAT HE CLN 
WILL NOT BE RELYING UPON A TRANSCRIPT OF THE ARGUMENTS IN CLN 
THIS CASE AND THEREFORE NO REQUEST HAS BEEN MADE TO THE COURT CLN 
D O C K E T Page 5 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT-WV DEPT. FRIDAY AUGUST 1, 1997 
1:55 PM 
Case : 920003569 CV Civil Filing Date: 04/13/92 
Case Title: Judge: JUDITH ATHERTON 
BONNEVILLE BILLING VS WHATLY, MARYAM 
01/14/97 REPORTER IN THIS CASE. CLN 
NOTE: COPY OF CERTIFICATE OF TRANSCRIPT SENT TO COURT OF APPEALS VAM 
I 01/22/97 FILED: ORDER/ THE APPEAL IS TRANSFERRED TO THE SUPREME COURT LVS 
01/24/97 FILED: LETTER FROM SUPREME COURT NOTING THIS CASE HAS BEEN DSW 
TRANSFERRED FROM COURT OF APPEALS TO SUPREME COURT; ALL DSW 
FURTHER DOCUMENTS TO BE SENT TO SUPREME COURT. DSW 
02/24/97 FILED: LETTER FROM SUPREME COURT OF UTAH- ALL PLEADINGS AND LVS 
CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO COURT OF APPEALS. DSW 
03/13/97 SUE PHONED FROM COURT OF APPEALS, NEEDS RECORD INDEX, THEIR DSW 
CASE NUMBER 970148. DSW 
I 03/14/97 FILED: LETTER FROM COURT OF APPEALS ADDRESSED TO CRAIG S. COOK. DSW 
I FILED: COPY OF ABOVE LETTER. DSW 
03/20/97 FILED: MAILING CERIFICATE FOR INDEX OF RECORD SENT TODAY TO DSW 
COURT OF APPEALS. DSW 
End of the docket report for this case. 
< = ' * -
TabG 
JUL-31-97 THU 12:28 BONNEVILLE BILLING FAX NO. 8014849548 P. 01/03 
WILFORD N. HANSEN, JR.,P.C.,#1352 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
2970 South Main, Suite 202B 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
Telephone: (801) 485-3674 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
BONNEVILLE BILLING & 
COLLECTIONS, INC., AFFIDAVIT OF MICHELLE ROGERS 
a Utah Corporation, 
Plain tiffyrespondant/appcllee 
Y9. 
Case No-970148-CA 
RICK WHATLY 
Defendant/appellant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
AFFIANT, being first duly sworn, says: 
1. I am employed at the offices of Bonneville Billing & Collections, Inc., Plaintiff 
and appellee herein. 
2. I am competent to testify as to all matters set forth in this affidavit. 
3. I have been employed at Bonneville Billing since November 27, 1991 and I am 
responsible for maintinamg business records. 
1 
UL-31-97 THU 12:28 BONNEVILLE BILLING FAX NO. 8014849548 P. 02/03 
3- Attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of the Notice of Judgment 
mailed to Rick and Maryam Whatly at the address of P.O. Box 1182 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
4, Said Notice of judgment was mailed to Defendants Rick & Maryam Whatly on 
June 24, 1992, 
5. Further affiant sayeth naught. 
DATED this C)l day of July, 1997 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 3/JT* day of July, 1997. 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
Notary Public I 
KURTWILHITE | 
9325 South Quail HolJow C*r. . 
Sandy, l^h &4093 I 
My Ccmtnisskm Expires * 
AuguaiB, 19W I 
State of Utah l 
2 
3 f E V E N M. .• •AUFIPiM f i " 7 ? ? ) o f 
FftFR , kr tUFMwN, S U L L I V A N , 
GORr.PN, JENSSN, MtLSt EP? & PERKINS 
A t t o r n e y f u r P l A i n t i f - f 
20*5 5 6 t h S t r e e t , S u ; t » i 33-
0 $ c t e n , U t a h 8 4 4 0 1 
T-rlisphone s 304-5526 
^ OBT. 
C I R C U I T C O U R T , S T A T E Of^ U T A H 
SALT LAKZ C O U N T / f WEST VALLEY DEPARTMENT 
BONNEVILLE BILLING & COLLECTIONS, INC. 
2970 S. Main S t . S2G2 
SLC, Utah 34165 Plaintiff 
vs. 
MARYAM WHATLV 
RIC< WHATLY 
PO BOX 1132 
SALT LAKE CITY UT -11S2 
NGTICE 0 C JUDGhENT 
Defendant CIVIL # .92CV3,56? 
Judge WILLIAM A THOftNE 
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT{8>a 
You will please taks not ice
 f that on 0£-li-9E. judgment was entered 
against you in tha above-entitled action in the total aaoum ef $ 37S1.95, 
together with interest thereon at the rate oi 12 per annum frcm the 
date of said .Lidg.^ eni until fully paid. Said Judgment includes % 150.oc 
as attorney foes and $ 35.00 as costs of sjit. 
IT posi-jucgment rfcraedis* are pursued, additional attsr^ev ^ e ^ 
and court costs 'fiav be swarded. / „'•*• 
Dateds C&-S0-9S 
S T ^ E f l H4 KAUFMAN 
J K t o m e y f c r * l & i ; 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby cer t i fy that I (nailed a cop^ o-f the -foregoing Notice 3f 
Judgrrsnt t o : 
MARYAM WHATLY 
RICK WHATL* 
PO BOX nea 
SALT LAKE CITY UT - U S E 
D«t*d this JZJOT £. //!{ , V*(f/. 
/ l * '* / / / ^ 
lift EXHIBIT 
J^"*1* / / / / / '//fihjij 
